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Subjects discussed:

1. Expansion of trade

1. Expansion of International Trade
(a) Presentation of reports by

Chairmen of Committees:
(i) Agriculture Committee
(ii) Committee on Trade and Development
(iii) Trade Negotiations Committee of

Developing Countries
(iv) Special Group on Trade in

Tropical Products
(v) Coimmittee on Trade in Industrial

Products
(b) Introductory statement by

Director-General

(L/3320, L/33359 SGTP/15, L/3290 and COM.IND/13)

The CHARMAN recalled that in his opening address, ho had reviewed some

important elements of the various subjects which were comprised in the comprehensive
programme for the Expansion of International Trade. It was now proposed to begin
consideration of this major item on the agenda by receiving reports from the Chairmen
of the five Committees concerned.

(a) Presentation of reports

(i) Agriculture Committee (L/3320)

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, Chairman of the Agriculture Committee, said that the
report had been approved by the Council on 12 February 1970. The report, and
in particular paragraph 5, showed that the Committee had very largely met the
request made to it by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at the twenty-fifth session, to
proceed rapidly with the identification of the problems affecting agricultural
production and trade so that the Committee could begin the essential task of
seeking mutually acceptable solutions to those problems (BISD, Sixteenth
Supplement, page 14, paragraph 15). He :expressed the hops that the
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CONTRACTING PARTIES would approve the Committee's programme so as to under-
take its execution in the coming months. He also called attention to
paragraph 17 of the report where the Committee, with -two delegations
reserving their position, had recommended that the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopt
a resolution on concessional transactions which was set forth in an Annex
to the report. He noted, however, that adopting the resolution would not
settle the question of' any amendments that might be made to the 1955
Resolution on the Disposal of' Commodity Surpluses. He added that Group 1
of the Agriculture Committee would examine the question of whether that
Resolution could be amended with respect to its scope of applicaltion and
harmonization of notification procedures.

(ii) Committee on Trade and Development (L/33335)

Mr. A. PAPIC (Yugoslavia) presented the report in the Chairmanls
absence. Mr. Papic said that since the twenty-fifth session the Committee
on Trade and Development had continued to review regularly the implementation
of' Part IV of the General Agreement. It had also given close, attention to
the initiation of consultations, where appropriate, in respect of tariff and
non-tariff barriers and related problems affecting developing countries not
elsewhere under examination in GATT, and to follow closely the work in
progress in other GATT organs. The Committee had taken certain initi-atives
regarding problems affecting trade in tropical oils and seeds. The Committee
intended to carry out a detailed examination of the difficulties encountered
in the implementation of Part IV. It was hoped that the exchange of views
which had taken place on this matter would serve to facilitate amore
effective implementatation of -the General Agreement as.. ar as developing
countries were concerned.

Mr. Papic expressed satisfaction that, since the Committee!s previous
report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES, five governments had accepted Part IV.
sHe expressed the hope that -the four remaining contracting parties which had.
not yet accepted Part IV would make every effort to do so as early as
possible.

He drew attention to the views expressed by members of the Committee on
the situation in the tariff field, in particular on current work on the
analysis of tariff problems of interest to developing countries, and to the
hope expressed regarding early agreement on issues outstanding on the question
of preferences.

With regard to the non-tariff sector he stated that the Group on
Residual Restrictions had been carrying out a detailed examination of selected
groups of products. The Committee had noted that the Council had established
a Joint Working Group to conduct consultations on the maintenance of'
quantitative restrictions and had expressed the hope that, in -the work of
the Joint Group, detailed attention would be given to the removal of
barriers affecting products of more particular interest to developing
countries. He indicated that discussions had taken place in the Commiittee
on the work carried out in the Commiittee on Trade in Industrinal Products,
and in the Agriculture Committee. The Committee on Trade and Development
had expressed the hope that, in the search for solution;, the special
problems of developing countries would be given urgent attention.
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He also drew attention -to the question of border tax adjustments.

He noted that the Committee had, through its Group of Experts, reviewed
and examined recent developments in the field of adjustment assistance.
Many members felt that government should continue periodically to furnish
information on measures taken by them in this area.

He referred to ths discussions which had taken place on -the question
of trade in tropical oils and seeds. He also noted that the Committee
had recommended that governments give urgent consideration to the problem
.of trade in tropical products with a view to finding concrete solutions
as early as possible.

He referred to the Committee's examination of the implementation of
Part IV, noting that it was ,,agreed that it was not necessary to attempt
a. modifications of the text of Part IV or to establish new machinery, and
that the Committee itself could take a Dropriate arrangements to facilitate
more effective consultation procedures. The Committee would continue its
discussions on Procedures for effective consultations under Article XXXVII:2
on the basis of suggestions prepared by the secretariat in the Annex; to the
Report.

Finally, the Committee ho ed that the CONTRACTING' PARTIES, in
establishing directives for future work, would give full weight to the-
Conclusions adopted by them at the twenty-fifth session that there was need
to give priority consideration to, and to take immediate steps towards,
solving the trade problems of developing countries.

(iii) Trade Negotiations Committee of Developing Countrics

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, Chairman of the Trade Negotiations Committee of
Developing Countries, recalled that at their twenty-fifth session the
CONTRACTING PARTIES had confirmed their intention of considering the
results of negotiations among developing countries in a constructive and
forward-looking spirit. He said that since then the work of the Committee
had progressed and that to date fourteen of the thirty-three governments
Participating in the exorcise had presented lists of specific requests.
to other participants. Moreover, other member countries of the Committee
had indicated that -they would be ready to decide on their participation in
negotiations and to present their own lists of requests once the essential
rules and procedures for the negotiations had been agreed upon by the
Committee. Following the Committee's meetings, the most recent of which
had taken place only the previous day the delegetions represented in the
Committee had reached broad consensus on certain working hypootheses on the
basis of which requests and offers could be formulated and discussed. *Thus,
while certain delegations might have a certain position on one or two
individual points, it should be possible for the participating countries
to move rapidly into the substantive phase of the negotiations and to
consider what concessions they could. appropriately seek from or offer to
one another.
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He said that the task of the Committee in working out multilateral
arrangements, the benefits of which would be widely diffused among a broad
group of developing Countries, would be considerably facilitated if the
countries which had not yet participated in the Committee's work could
participate effectively in it. He said that he had already addressed
invitations in this sense to governments of developing countries, whether
or not they were contracting parties. .lthough progress thus far had been
slow and there remained many elements in the negotiations which still had
to be dealt with, he believed nevertheless that some encouragement could
be taken from the serious manner in which the Committee had approached
problems confronting the participating countries, and that the future of
this exercise could be looked upon with confidence.

(iv) Special Group on Trade in Tropical Products (SGTP/15)

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, Chairman of the Special Group on Trade in
Tropical Products, recalled that the Special Group had been reactivated at
the twenty-fourth session "to examine problems affecting trade in tropical
products, and to report on ways and means to overcome these problems"*
It had been agreed that the Special Group would in the first place examine
problems related to six specific items. By the twenty-fifth session the
Group had considered certain proposals by governments concerning the scope
and nature of its work. In the beginning of 1969 the Special Group had
been requested by the Committee on Trade and Development to take up, on
a priority basis, outstanding problems related to vegetable oilseeds and
oils of particular export interest to developing countries. The Group had
examined these problems at its meeting in May. It had emerged that whereas
tariffs on oilseeds were not a major barrier to trade, vegetable oils faced
tariff barriers of significant proportions. Moreover, the products were
also affected by quantitative restriction in certain industrial countries.

The Group had noted the problems of access to markets and the concern
expressed by the developing countries exporters of tropical oilseeds and
oils. Certain importing countries had pointed to the difficulties in taking
action at present with respect to these particular commodities independently
of the overall programme being carried out in the Agriculture Committee.
The Committee on Trade and Development had accordingly requested the
Agriculture Committee to take up the matter on a priority basis in the light
of the report of the Chairman of the Special Group.

The discussions that had taken place in the Agriculture Committee,
particularly in relation to certain specific proposals purt in by Nigeria
and Ceylon for removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers on certain
vegetable oils and oilseeds, had been reported to the Council and the
CONTRACTING PA.RTIES by that Committee in document L/3320. It was to be
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noted, that the Agriculture Committee would revert to the matter after taking
into account, inter alia, the discussions at the recently concluded special
session of the FAO/UNCTAD Study Group on Oilseeds, Oils and Fats.

The complex problems of inter-relationships between tropical oils fand
oilseeds and other vegetable oils and oilseeds and between production
measures and measures at the frontier, which were mentioned by some
contracting parties as interfering with the search for solutions in this
sector, did not affect the other tropical products falling within the
mandate of the Group on Tropical Products. Therefore, it was specially
disappointing that, as brought up in the survey prepared by the secretariat,
in SGTP/15, there should have been such little progress in removing or
reducing fiscal levies and trade barriers affecting consumption, growth and
access to markets for these products. The secretariat note also indicated
that there were prospects of a fairly broad movement towards reduction of
barriers on certain tropical products in the context of proposals for the
introduction of generalized preferences in favour of developing countries.
The scope for such action depended at the present time however on satisfactory
solutions being found for certain issues mentioned in relation to these
proposals.

In past discussions on tropical products contracting parties had been
repeatedly urged to take both individual and, particularly where this would
help to conciliate conflicting interests of different supplying countries,
joint or parallel action to find solutions for problems affecting their
trade in these products. This exhortation remained a necessary and timely
one. The Group for its Spart, stood ready to carry out further work in
respect of any matters falling within its terms of reference on which
governments would wish to resume consultations.

(v) Committee on Trade in Industrial Products (L/329S, COM.IND/2.3)

Mr. STUYCK (Belgium), Chairman of the Committee on Trade in Industrial
Products, recalled that at the twenty-fifth session it had been decided that
the Committee should move rapidly from the state of study to that of seeking
mutually acceptable solutions.

The Committee's report or, its work on non-tariff barriers (L/3298)
had been presented to the Council on 23 January 1970. The report of the
Group of Technical Experts on the Tariff Study (COM.IND/13) which it had
been agreed to consider as a report of the Industrial Committee, had been
presented to the Council on 12 February 1970. The report as a whole,
comprising both documents, had been approved for submission to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES subject to reservations by two countries with respect
to paragraphs 19 and 20 in L/3298. Because of those divergencies of view,
he had been asked to include those points in his presentation of the report
to the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
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In its work on -'non-tariff barriers, the Committee had selected round
thirty categories of notified' measures as illustrative- reas where some
type of actionmight be require l. These categories would be examined during
the period January.June by fiveWorking Groups. each dealing with one part
of the List with the object of. expediting action looking towards the
reduction sand removal of such barriers. The Groups would report to the
Committee in June or July and at, the.time,, or -at the latest early in the
autumn, the Committee would need instructionsfrom.the Council on how to
continue its work. This period would clearly be of great importance for
the whole non-tariff barrier programme since in the autumntheCommittee
would not only have to discuss what type of actin,but possibly also when
andhow, such action should be taken.

.Another major topic ofthe Committee'sreportwas the proposal by the o l bbill9eneral thatthetimehadcomeofrector-CONTRACTINGPARTIES toTO Gor tbhTING RTIES -o
someform of standstil, aswascustomarywhent -Illa.s ws cuoto.l;r:

signifaic,. t trL. dee -c actions wviere bein- pwere.redL dr..ft declLar -tion
of inltenlt on tli-ds t rr r tie rotctr- t cnn contained ib
anllnex II -to T/3<2-9 'r..16b-"n disc ussCe ot ''il! thne Co::aril-ittce and in the;
Council. eve d. l0g tions YJ.r tete& tll.'t they-, wore not in a ilosition toundl' i :-.lie lcr..7,'-.ll,," bi nC'ng;ecKi-.ll:t"* enl , t Ltis stej, .ainlD because the
diofiniLtion of non--triff wasnUtrrir x ra1 Cf(Js.'r and :lso boe.::
the -preppr.tor-Lr 'o i.'u ion,e''C fr a not .aud.v need eufficientl-,- -oxrevc
th6rc hsTda1 brolU, c oonaiCelwuib-l sujxi))ort for iC '., th-t in one w,.:, y or
anotherr., the rl01'rTiC'OI: i:: LIT hould cle 3rlv n L l- stt.te thaei.
intention to n_.EtonA ci. . uo o° '-on-t rif'- b riie-r .- 1-ft Of their
co-oridited prou- o o _s01 ur'c'eos -to tlhc woill ding co,'fL'Di'
ies intended to c;-, lhe iintroduction of new non-tariffdu' ction ofi nw'i, non-t
ortant contribution tothecreationof aontltriblo to 'Lhe croetof' a.
for future action.noint of dnLr-ure for filtur o:,

bjectiesofthenon-tariffbaeh:.r± their :nattc-.-, 20o1
oin the Council by therer1thJi e Chcuuiii ii e retJ1 SD31ent-''tiVcUU Of Som1G
ey considered itdesirableand feasibel to givee cld;sir.T-lc. and fe.ble to give,tariff barriers whichdiscriminateagainstL .ri'I± barriers which 'discriimin.ga11ins ;+
eveloping countries. In their view, -itwJ'Co developed countries who
for ained thatpart affeteda b'.rriors i'1 quc!st`o the most ra;rt affect

otiations for theremoval of g' cuntrie, . cgotiatlons for tii rKn:ovJ.'
er. iers woulphasized that barriersn c ar-. They emrh:sized. th:t bar-rie
be given -.Vrticula concern tc tltho shouL 1 bUr give special considerations,
0 of the Report did th;at o:'.rcagrnphs1 no' of -the e'ii)ort not accurately
convey -the viel,'rs devgaloping countries aind consequently two dele tions had
reserved. theirs positionn.
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Work on the tariff study hod been initiated in May 1968 under the
guidance of a Group of Technical Experts. The Group had compiled
tabulations of average duty rates in the United States, the .E.EC, the United
Kingdom, Japan and Sweden. The Group's recent report described the progress
it had made in the field of the tariff' study and reported agreement on the
most suitable methods of work to be adopted. The Group hoped to agree 3t
its March meeting on a tabulation illustrating the tariff situation in
sectors of more particul.r interest to -the developing countries.

In the course of the spring, the secretarist would have ready
tabulations for all countries included in the tariff study, so that before
the summer recess the tariffs of some sixteen countries would be available
to the Industrial Committee for meia.ningful study. In this connexion, he
mentioned thae re-,at-,atdCL emphasis th...t ha~d been lid on the relationship
between the tariff studyv snd the non-tariff barrier exercise by members of
the Industrial Comunittee.

(b) Introductory statement bythe Director-General (LJ/33/48)

The DIRECTION-GENERAL made introductory statement on the expansion of
trade in which he reviewed the programme of work, import restrictions, and trade
and development and outlined conclusions to be drawn for the future. The full
text of this statement was distributed in document L/3348.


